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ABSTRACT
This paper takes as its starting point the thesis that one is responsible for one’s actions
insofar as one has the ability to act for good reasons. Such a view faces a challenge: it is
plausible that only beings with the ability to reﬂect are responsible agents, and yet it
seems that not only is it possible to act for reasons without reﬂecting, it seems to happen quite frequently. Thus, advocates of the rational-ability view of responsibility must
either reject as a necessary condition that responsible agents must have the ability to
reﬂect, or locate a plausible role for reﬂective ability. In this paper, I propose and assess
a variety of ways to meet this challenge.

1. INTRODUCTION: A CHALLENGE FOR RATIONAL-ABILITY
ACCOUNTS OF FREE AND RESPONSIBLE AGENCY
A number of theorists who otherwise disagree on important issues converge on the
idea that being able to act for good reasons is the key to free and morally responsible
agency. This idea takes many different forms, and it can be combined with a commitment to either the compatibility or the incompatibility of such agency with determinism, or even with agnosticism on that point. While some versions of the view add a
further condition of some sort, on many other versions, being free and responsible
on a given occasion just is to have acted with the ability—or a sufficiently strong
ability—to respond to the good reasons there are for acting in a certain way. In other
words, it is both necessary and sufficient for acting freely and responsibly—and so,
depending on whether one acts well or badly, blameworthily or praiseworthily—that
one had the (sufficiently strong) ability to respond to reasons at the time. Call these
“rational-ability” views.1
Rational-ability views are generally proposed as offering conditions for a robust
notion of moral responsibility, as opposed to weaker notions such as causal responsibility. In what follows, I will assume that what is at stake is a notion of responsibility
as accountability, so that responsible agents are accountable for their actions, which
includes being liable to negative setbacks of their interests when they act badly.2
Thus, much is at stake in identifying the conditions of responsible agency, and
rational-ability views propose a single unifying condition as both necessary and sufficient for it. At the same time, being able to act for the reasons there are in a given
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What this means is that the space of reflective distance presents us with both
the possibility and the necessity of exerting a kind of control over our beliefs
and actions that the other animals do not have. We are, or can be, active, selfdirecting, with respect to our beliefs and actions to a greater extent than the
other animals are, for we can accept or reject the grounds of belief and action
that perception and desire offer to us. We can actively participate in giving
shape both to the conception of the world in light of which we act and to the
motives on the basis of which we act and ultimately, in both ways, in giving
shape to ourselves. And it is the same fact that we now both can have, and absolutely require, reasons to believe and act as we do. (Korsgaard 2009, 32)
Or, relatedly, one might take reflection to be assessment with a further goal in mind,
namely, the adopting of reasons in the service of deciding what to do on the basis of
those reasons.3 This might be best described as “rational deliberation,” though it,
too, often goes by the label “reflection.” Thus, we have more and less robust notions
of reflection ranging from a notion of reflection as the possession of second-order
pro-attitudes that take first-order attitudes as objects to a notion of reflection as an
active goal-directed activity of assessment with the goal of adopting good reasons for
action.4 As we will soon see, a puzzle arises for just about any interpretation of the reflective ability that distinguishes us as persons who are uniquely possessed of free
and responsible agency when combined with a second consideration.
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situation may in turn require a number of other abilities, including perceptual, cognitive, emotional, and motivational ones. These various abilities are linked together in
that they collectively provide agents with the ability to respond to reasons.
Despite—or perhaps because of—its ultimate simplicity, this kind of view generates an interesting puzzle that arises as a result of two considerations taken together.
The first is that the ability to reflect seems essential to responsible agency. One way
this commitment arises is via a commonly recognized desideratum of a good theory
of free and responsible agency, namely, that it should explain why such agency is special to persons. As Harry Frankfurt highlights in his highly influential “Free Will and
the Concept of a Person,” free agency is something we take to categorize persons, as
opposed to, say, squirrels (1971). A good theory of free agency ought to explain this
fact. And what distinguishes persons from squirrels (so far as we know)? We are reflective beings; we have the ability to reflect on our own reasons. In that well-known
paper, Frankfurt proposes a condition on free agency that an agent act freely when
she acts on a first-order desire that she desires (at the second order) to be effective
in action, which is naturally taken to be a reflective ability. To have the ability to
have such second-order desires could both explain why only persons are candidates
for free will and why we attribute free action when we do. But others—arguably including Frankfurt on later occasions—take the kind of reflective ability at issue to go
beyond the mere possibility of possessing passive second-order attitudes. They take
it to be a kind of goal-directed activity on the part of agents. For example, Christine
Korsgaard describes a kind of reflective ability in the following terms:
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The second consideration has come to the fore as philosophers have voraciously
consumed a large body of empirical psychological results that suggest that the vast
majority of human actions is not performed with reflection on our reasons, and, further, without the ability to reflect on our reasons most of the time.5 This is bolstered
by evidence that when we are explicitly asked to reflect on the reasons for which we
acted, we often fail to accurately represent our beliefs and motives. To take just one
dramatic study as an example, in an experiment in which researchers tested factors
that affect whether people working in an office contribute to the collective coffee
fund, they found that the mere presence of a drawing of two eyes next to the collection bowl increased contributions. But none of the subjects expressed awareness of
this as a factor in their acting.6 Putting this together with empirical evidence that suggests we are often in a kind of “flow” in acting—whether driving or playing music or
writing or playing sports—that doesn’t seem to leave time or room for reflection.
Where we are unable to articulate our reasons very well after the fact, it seems that
we very often act without reflection, and we sometimes perform better when we
don’t reflect.7 And yet, it would be revisionary in the extreme to think that almost
nothing we do is done for reasons. Thus, it appears that the ability to act for reasons
on any given occasion does not entail that one reflect on that occasion. But if we can
act for reasons without actual reflection, it isn’t clear that we would need the ability
to reflect. Without such an explanation, it appears that the ability to act for reasons
does not entail an ability for reflection. And I will try to show in what follows that
there is no obvious explanation. In contrast, in some cases, it seems that acting in a
certain way implicates an ability that we do not exercise. Someone who runs a mile
in 4 minutes would seem to have the ability to run a mile in over 4 minutes, or someone who completes a mathematical proof implicates, though may not exercise, the
ability to do simple addition. In these cases, we can explain why one would have to
have the ability to run a slower mile or do simple addition. But, looking ahead, the
case at hand is importantly disanalogous from these, and it is not obvious what the
explanation is for why an ability to reflect would be required by acting on reasons.
In addition to empirical support for this idea, a recent conceptual line of reasoning against the entailment has also been influential. According to a so-called “regress”
argument, reflection itself is an activity done for reasons, and yet, if it required an act
of reflection for its reasons-responsive quality, then we would be at the start of a regress of infinite acts of reflection.8 Thus, it must be possible to act for reasons without the possibility of reflecting. Again, this is not yet to say that we can act for
reasons without having the ability to reflect; but considerations of parsimony suggest
that to avoid this conclusion, we would need an explanation of why having such an
ability is necessary for acting for reasons, and as I will try to show, it is not obvious
what the explanation is. As Nomy Arpaly and Tim Schroeder, advocates of the regress argument, conclude, while there might be a role for reflection in our lives, it is
“contingent, intermittent, and modest” (2012, 209). So we have at least two routes
to the second important consideration, namely, that rational agency with its various
rational abilities does not require reflective capacity. This second consideration has
led to a lively and productive debate about the nature of rational agency, some of
which I will have occasion to turn to in section 4. But even if we were to accept that
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2. T H E O P P OR TU N I T Y A B I L I T Y T O RESP O ND TO R E ASO NS
In what follows, I set out the rational-ability view I favor, which I call the Quality of
Opportunity view, and then contrast it briefly with some influential competitors
along a variety of dimensions. We can begin by identifying just why so much is stake
when it comes to figuring out the nature of responsible agency. Among other things,
being responsible agents opens us up to being held accountable, and to being appropriately blamed and praised depending on whether we act badly or well. In order to
be accountable, it must be appropriate for others to hold one to moral demands. In
turn, for this to be appropriate, one must have the ability to comply with them.
Further, given an understanding of the contents of the relevant demands as demands
to act (or not act) in certain ways for the right reasons, it seems that the ability to so
act (in the right ways, for the right reasons) is required in order for demands to be
appropriate.10 In particular, one must have the opportunity to avoid wrongdoing.
Importantly, it is not enough to have what is sometimes known as a “general
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robust rational agency does not require reflective capacity, noting this second consideration is enough to generate a serious puzzle for the view that a necessary and sufficient condition on acting freely and responsibly is having an ability to respond to
reasons when one acts.
For if possessing such an ability is necessary and sufficient for being responsible
for an action (or omission), as the rational-abilities view suggests, and satisfying that
condition does not obviously implicate any sort of reflective ability, then it is not
clear how we can embrace the idea that responsible agency also requires reflective
ability. How can we explain how the rational-ability condition and the reflectiveability condition are both true? It will be helpful to set out the puzzle in its boldest
form so that we can most easily see the explanatory task facing the rational-ability
view. In slogans: rational ability entails responsible agency; responsible agency, as the
first consideration spells out, entails reflective ability; thus, rational ability entails reflective ability; but, by the second consideration, rational ability does not entail reflective ability. Call this “The Puzzle” faced by rational-ability views.
Of course, we could simply reject one of the claims that together create The
Puzzle. But it is also possible to avoid inconsistency by instead disambiguating different interpretations of “ability” in the claims that make up The Puzzle, and the main
project of this paper is to explore this possibility. In order to see whether and, if so,
how, we can achieve this, we first need to articulate more precisely just what sort of
ability is at issue in the most plausible rational-ability view. We also need to articulate
more precisely just what sort of reflective ability is implicated by responsible agency.
I take up each of these tasks in sections 2 and 3 respectively. At this point, we will
have narrowed down possible ways to respond to The Puzzle by reading its claims in
a way that make them perfectly consistent. But important work will still be left to do,
as even if it is possible to find a role for reflective ability consistent with the rationalability view, it still remains to explain how the different abilities—rational and reflective—are related. As I will argue, there is no obvious way to do this. I take up this
task in section 4. In section 5, I conclude with a brief comparison to alternative
responses to The Puzzle that include rejection of one or more of its claims.9
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ability”—a general skill or a kind of know-how—in order for a demand to be apt.
Something seems to have gone wrong if I demand that someone stop an assailant if
she is tied up and has been given a drug that inhibits her cognitive processing, even
if she has the highest level of training and skill in chasing down assailants. To have
an opportunity to avoid wrongdoing, one must have some general competence, but
it is also the case that one must not be prevented in a relevant sense from exercising
one’s general skills and competence on the particular occasion.
Going a step further, in order to be blameworthy in the accountability sense, one
must not only have an opportunity to avoid wrongdoing, but also have a high enough
quality opportunity. These satisfaction conditions on blameworthy action in the accountability sense gain support from the fact that a conception of blameworthiness
in terms of the fair opportunity to avoid wrongdoing best captures the wide variety
of commonly recognized excuses. For example, it explains why we recognize excusing
conditions ranging from ones that compromise our normative competence (via either cognitive or volitional impairments) to ones that impose situational constraints
such as conditions constituting duress. What ultimately brings these together is that
both such impairments and such constraints can in their own ways result in a lack of
opportunity (or a lack of a high-enough quality one) to avoid acting wrongly. Working
backwards from excuse to blameworthiness in the accountability sense, we can see that
the latter is then instantiated just when one acts wrongly and at the same time possesses an opportunity of high enough quality to avoid wrongdoing, or, more positively,
to do the right things for the right reasons.11
Importantly, the quality of opportunities is scalar. The worse an opportunity is,
say, because due to its features it makes it very difficult to act rightly, the more mitigating of blameworthiness it is if one fails to do so. On the flip side, if one does act
well for good reasons in such circumstances, one is more praiseworthy than if one
acted well when it is easy to do so.
Before going further, two clarifications will be helpful. First, to avoid confusion, it
is worth noting that some writers, including influential legal theorists, reserve
“opportunity” to refer to situational factors alone.12 But because situational factors
and general competence are not independent factors in determining whether one can
in the relevant sense, avoid wrongdoing, it is important to have a single label for the
relevant ability. In what follows, then, I will use “opportunity ability” to capture the
notion of ability at issue that is a function of both one’s skills and competence on the
one hand, and the congeniality of the situation on the other. This encompasses what
others have called “opportunity.”
Second, at this point, a number of further questions arise. Is having an opportunity to act differently than one actually acts dependent on the truth of indeterminism? Or is it dependent in a different way on the nature of the laws of nature, such
as whether they are Humean or necessitarian?13 These are deep and difficult questions. For present purposes, however, I believe that it is possible to remain neutral
on these questions. The reason is that The Puzzle applies to opportunity-ability
views regardless of how they answer these questions.
Now, in grounding responsibility in the nature of one’s opportunities to meet relevant demands (and ultimately in the obligations or standards on which these rest),
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the Quality of Opportunity view is best categorized as a “control” view, in contrast to
views that emphasize the nature of evaluative judgment or quality of will expressed
in action or attitude. It is essential that one have control in order to be responsible,
in virtue of one having sufficiently good opportunities to act well.
There is one more piece to be added to the view. Along with many other control
theorists, I add to the theory by adopting a so-called “tracing” condition, in order to
accommodate situations in which intuitively it appears that one lacks an opportunity
at the moment to act otherwise, such as cases of unwitting omissions like forgetting
to keep a promise. In other words, even if one doesn’t meet the conditions for control (or, more specifically, on the account I’ve set out, one lacks an opportunity of
high enough quality at the time of the act or omission), one might be responsible for
that act or omission. One is responsible for that act or omission in virtue of an earlier
moment in which one did meet the relevant conditions and at which the risk of the
later act or omission was foreseeable. Thus, perhaps one earlier chose not to set an
alert on one’s phone to remind one to keep one’s promise, or the thought occurred
to one that one could do so and just let the moment pass; in either case—choice or
mere opportunity—one is responsible for the omission in virtue of what one did or
did not do with the earlier opportunity.14
Combining these elements, then, the account of responsibility I propose here is
one that takes the quality of opportunity to be central. One can be responsible and
blameworthy if one has a high enough quality of opportunity and does not take it at
the time of action (or omission), or if one earlier had a high enough quality of opportunity at which time one was aware of the risk of acting (or omitting) badly later.
While this is an incomplete sketch of the proposal, it will help to contrast it briefly
with some alternatives on key dimensions. First, theorists who focus on rational ability divide on whether it is the ability of the agent or the mechanism on which the
agent acts that is central.15 Second, the proposal at hand is so far silent about its
implications for the truth of particular counterfactuals or descriptions of alternate
possible worlds, whereas at least some related accounts either seem to understand
the relevant rational abilities entirely in terms of the truth of relevant counterfactuals,
or at least to take there to be a necessary entailment. Fischer and Ravizza (1998) can
be read as taking the kind of control in question to bottom out in the responses to
reasons that the mechanism on which the agent actually acts would provide in sufficiently many similar possible worlds and in an intelligible pattern. Brink (2013),
adopting an agent-centered rational-ability view, also understands the ability in question in terms of counterfactuals. For example, in determining whether a seminarian
rushing by a person in need had a sufficiently strong ability to have discerned and
then acted on the reasons to stop, we should look at nearby worlds (such as ones in
which she was not in quite such a rush) to see if she stops. If she would stop in sufficiently many such worlds, we can conclude that she has the ability in the actual
world.16
Finally, rational-ability views can differ on how they measure degrees of responsibility. On the view put forward here, degrees of responsibility track aspects of the
quality of opportunity, such as the degree of difficulty in doing the right or good
thing. But at least some views that appeal to possible worlds lend themselves to
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3 . C AN D I D A T E C O N CE P T I O N S O F T HE RE F L EC T I V E- A BI LI T Y
CO ND I T I O N

The present reflective opportunity-ability condition
On one conception of the reflective ability needed to be responsible for an action or
omission, an agent must have the opportunity ability to reflect at the time of action
or omission. That is, if Allie is responsible (and, perhaps blameworthy) for her lying
at t1 to a reporter at a press conference, then it must be the case that she has the opportunity at t1 to reflect on the reasons for lying and for not lying. This seems too
strong a requirement for a number of reasons, even when we take into account the
intuitive pull of the need for reflection. One way of bringing out the point is to imagine that Allie had reflected on her reasons earlier, and then committed to lying, having trained herself to do so without inhibition based on certain cues. In that case, the
fact that in the moments just prior to and during the telling of her lie she can’t now
reflect is no bar to properly holding her responsible for the lying. This is thus not a
plausible candidate for the reflection condition on responsibility. More generally, we
are reluctant to withdraw our widespread attributions of responsibility when faced
with the kind of empirical evidence with which we began, supporting the conclusion
that reflection is relatively rare.
The general reflective-ability condition
On a second proposal, the reflective ability in question is just a general ability or
competence. What one needs is some skill or set of skills or competence, and one
can possess this without having an opportunity to actually exercise one’s skill on a
given occasion. Allie might have the general ability to tell the truth, but at a particular
moment, having been hypnotized to lie, say, there is an important sense in which she
cannot exercise it. This proposal has a number of advantages. First, at least sometimes, the way that the reflective ability is presented is consistent with its being a
claim of a general competence. Responsible agents are reflective beings. Such a claim
does not suggest that to be responsible for a particular action or omission, one must
have an opportunity ability to reflect on one’s reasons on that particular occasion or
with respect to one’s particular reasons for that action or omission. Second, it fits
nicely with the empirical evidence that we do not reflect often, and it does not provide a start to a regress argument. Third, and especially importantly for present purposes, if it were correct, it would allow us to see that The Puzzle is based on an
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cashing out degrees of responsibility in terms of distance of relevant possible worlds
in which agents respond to reasons.17
As we will see, these difference in views that feature rational ability—mechanisms
vs. agents, roles for counterfactuals and possible worlds, and understanding of the
measure of degrees of responsibility—all provide the views with distinctive resources
with which to address The Puzzle. Before we can do so, we first need to turn to the
other ability in question, namely, reflective ability. In the next section, I set out several candidates for how to understand this ability.
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The previously possessed opportunity ability (tracing) condition
On a third proposal, we can locate a parallel to the opportunity-ability proposal for
rational ability with its built-in tracing option. On this proposal, one must have the
opportunity ability to reflect, either at the time of action or at an earlier time appropriately related to the later time, as before.18 This proposal avoids conflict with empirical results showing the rarity of reflection. At the same time, when combined
with the Quality of Opportunity view of responsible agency, an explanatory demand
immediately arises: why should reflective ability of this sort be entailed by rational
ability? We will take up this explanatory question in section 4.
In sum, we have at least two remaining contenders for the Reflective-Ability
Condition that are consistent with the Rational-Ability Condition. By appealing to either the general ability to reflect or to a tracing rider on the opportunity ability, we
can point to an equivocation in The Puzzle.
4 . T URN I NG TO TH E E X P L A NA T O R Y TA S K : H O W I S TH E
R EF L EC T I V E A B I LI T Y RE LA T ED T O TH E RA TI ON A L A BI L IT Y?
So far, so good, but important work remains. For, as we also saw, it is not clear why
we should need the general reflective ability if we don’t need opportunities to use it
on a wide variety of occasions when we act perfectly responsibly. We need an
explanation.
I see at least three possibilities. The first appeals to a notion of reflection that is
more like the relatively thin notion Frankfurt put forward, namely, the possession of
second-order attitudes toward first-order ones. Particularly when it comes to moral
reasons (though not necessarily exclusively), we can only access such reasons by
means of concepts that take first-order attitudes as objects. For example, to understand other people’s interests or rights as reasons, we must understand that they
have desires or ends or affective states, and be able to prioritize our promotion of
some over others. Arguably, to track others’ interests in the right way as reasonsgiving, even in a nonreflective way, we must have concepts that presuppose a kind of
second-order awareness and capacity to value first-order states. To respond to truly
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equivocation between the general ability to reflect and the opportunity ability to
reflect.
At the same time, it is not enough to point out an equivocation in the claims of
The Puzzle, for an explanatory burden remains to be discharged. In particular, we
need an explanation of why the possession of an opportunity ability to respond to
reasons would entail the possession of a general ability to reflect on reasons.
Consider an analogy: if I reported that my having a current opportunity ability to
run a five-minute mile right now entails that I have the general ability to run a fourminute mile, that would seem to call out for explanation. (In fact, it would seem implausible barring an explanation.) Similarly, we would need some explanation for
why the opportunity ability to respond to reasons would entail a general ability to reflect on one’s reasons. I return to this suggestion in the next section. But first, it
remains to consider additional candidates.
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moral reasons, then, requires reflective capacity of at least this kind even if one can
act morally without the opportunity to reflect at a given moment. In particular, one
must have exercised actual opportunity abilities to reflect in a way that allows one access to moral reasons in order to develop relevant moral concepts.19
A second, related approach is to distinguish between two conceptions of acting
for reasons. As Agnieszka Jaworska (2016) explains the distinction, there is a weaker
and a stronger interpretation of “acting for a reason.” On the weaker interpretation,
“one’s reason for action is simply a consideration one takes as speaking in some way
in favor of the action,” whereas on the stronger interpretation, one acts under the
“guise of the good” or, in other words, “one evaluates the action as having a goodmaking feature” (69).20 In taking one’s action to have a good-making feature, one
“believes that one is correct” and implicitly recognizes that one might be mistaken.
This second way of acting for a reason requires at least a second-order attitude of
sorts, namely, to take one’s own attitudes to be correct or to take oneself to be getting things right. If the opportunity ability to act for reasons incorporates the stronger interpretation of “acting for reasons,” then we have a different route to a
vindication of an ability for reflection in the thinner sense. In fact, it appears that the
very opportunity ability to act for reasons will itself entail an opportunity ability to
reflect in this thinner sense.21
Both of these approaches provides vindication for what seems to be a thinner notion of reflective ability than ones like deliberative ability. Take the first approach: reflection in the form of higher order attitudes is required in order to acquire concepts
that one must have in order to respond to certain kinds of reasons involving rights
and interests of others. This is no doubt important, and arguably it sets persons aside
from other beings. But it seems somewhat far from the “reflective distance” that is
supposed to give us some added control over our own mental states that Korsgaard
mentions. The second approach comes closer than the first in that it requires an evaluative understanding of our own reasons, and the ability to reflect in this sense is implicated in the very opportunity ability to act on reasons. But we would need an
argument for interpreting the rational-abilities view in this stronger way, and, in any
case, it is not obvious that the ability to see yourself as possibly mistaken in your
evaluations gives rise to an ability to actively deliberate. Is there a way to implicate a
more robust notion of reflective ability that takes reflection to be an active exercise
of an ability?
Arguably, such an active ability to reflect is systematically in place for responsible
agents. Given our fallible nature, it seems that reflection is the natural corrective to
our getting things wrong on any given occasion. If we have unreflectively latched on
to bad reasons for acting, then the last line of defense for providing us an opportunity to correct course would seem to be an opportunity ability to reflect on the reasons there are. It might be possible for the world to somehow cooperate so that
before we are otherwise about to act badly we get a situational adjustment. Perhaps
we are lucky enough to live in a world where we get correctives simply through
association—the right song comes on the radio at the right time, giving us a subliminal message, and we end up being sensitive to a reason we would not otherwise
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recognize, say. But the systematic way to have opportunities for correction comes
from a general ability to reflect, with the opportunity to exercise them when it is
needed.22
This is to appeal to something like the opportunity ability with a tracing rider.
Note, however, that it is not necessary in every case of responsible agency that we
have the possibility of correction. When we get it right, we do not need to have had
a corrective outlet. And note that we need not have distinct opportunity abilities
indexed individually to every action we perform. We can have opportunities to
change course in more general ways that can leave us on the hook—or, more positively, liberate us and allow us to celebrate—and that cover a whole set of our acts
and omissions.23 Still, the fact that an opportunity ability is necessary in some cases
shows that the general ability is necessary, since to have the opportunity ability itself
requires a general ability.24
But at this point we can ask whether even such a general ability is necessary for responsibility. Take the case of Mark Twain’s Huck Finn who does the right thing, and
arguably for the right reasons, but upon reflection thinks he is making a terrible mistake.25 Many have the intuition that Huck is not only responsible but praiseworthy
for his action. Does having the general ability to reflect help him achieve praiseworthiness here? It is not at all obvious that it is a help, rather than a potential hindrance.
In reply, note that there are two possible Huck Finns to consider here. One is like
us—sometimes he gets things right with or without reflection, and sometimes he
doesn’t. For this Huck Finn, at least in many cases, it seems that the opportunity to
reflect will be essential to make responsible agency possible, and certainly a general
ability is needed in that case if one is to have the opportunity ability to employ one’s
competence. But another Huck Finn is someone who just always get things right for
the right reasons (and perhaps would have a worse record had he used reflection).
Perhaps for such a person, who is in one way Godlike, such an ability would not be
necessary.26
Recall Arpaly and Schroeder’s conclusion that the role of reflection is “contingent,
intermittent and modest.” They were concerned primarily with the role of reflection
in acting for reasons. When we transpose their conclusion to responsible agency, the
concession just made vindicates the parallel idea that reflection is indeed contingent
for responsible agency. It is also correct that it is intermittent in the sense that actual
reflection happens infrequently. But on this proposal what we need is the opportunity to reflect, and while even such opportunities might be few and far between, if
they might in a crucial way account for a large number of actions and omissions,
then “intermittent” might be a misleading term.27 And most importantly, it does not
accept that the role of reflection is modest. For the ability must be in place for fallible
but largely responsible beings like us. The difference in our judgments of modesty
might come down to a difference in standards for modesty; but it might also be that
in the context of responsible agency, the need for reflective ability as a systematic corrective takes on added importance.
The question now facing us is whether this immodesty is enough to capture the
initial appeal of the requirement of reflective ability for responsible agency, given
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5 . T H E A L T E R N A T I V E S : R E J E C TI N G E IT HE R T HE R A TI ON AL A BI LI T Y C O N D IT IO N O R T HE R EF L EC T I V E- A BI L IT Y
REQU IR EMENT
It remains to briefly consider and compare alternative responses to The Puzzle that
reject one or more of its claims. A full assessment of the alternatives would require
an in-depth examination of the particular positive arguments for the two considerations that, together with the rational-ability view, create The Puzzle. Instead, here I
focus on some specific ways of deploying the resources identified earlier to support
one or another alternative. Interestingly, we can now see how different versions of
the rational-ability condition and the reflective-ability requirement can also affect the
quality of these alternatives.

Reject the reflective-ability requirement
This option has us rejecting the idea that reflection is essential for responsible
agency. The empirical results purporting to show how rarely we reflect on our reasons, despite getting around quite well in the world, doing things we take ourselves
to be responsible for, certainly motivate such a view. But the idea that reflection—
particularly the general ability to reflect—is necessary for being responsible agents in
the first place is a powerful one, and, as we have seen, it is not undermined by these
empirical results that show the rarity of reflection.
One way of rejecting this requirement, while offering at least a partial explanation
of the appeal of reflection, is to see reflective ability as something that can make our
rational ability better. One can combine this with the thesis that reflection is a normative ideal.28 Vargas puts the point this way:
Perhaps the most promising strategy might be to emphasize the ideality of
accurate reflective agency, but to concede that in ordinary life, the most we
can hope for is some (relatively low) threshold of responsiveness to reasons.
Such a theorist might yet hold that we are rational enough (e.g., sometimes
in conscious, deliberate ways, sometimes not) to make sense of responsibility
and agency if, for example, in the ordinary case agents would (given full
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that we have conceded its contingency. At the very least, it is not “merely” contingent. Its role is neither practically dispensable nor perhaps even conceptually dispensable for beings who go wrong if we are in need of a systematic path to
correction. Thus, while reflective ability is not essential to responsible agency on this
view, it is essential to responsible agency in fallible beings. It is the only systematic
way of providing us the opportunities we need to be responsible agents in the face of
fallibility.
In sum, there are at least three candidate ways of understanding reflection so as to
see rational ability as requiring reflective ability, in increasing order of robustness.
The more robust the reflective ability, the more promissory notes are required to defend the entailment.
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This is an interesting suggestion. The idea seems to be that while a lack of reflection
might decrease the level of reasons-responsiveness or ability to act for reasons, it
need not decrease it beyond a threshold for responsibility.29
How does reflective ability make rational ability better? At least one way to see
this is to return to the suggestion (put forward by Vargas, among others) that we
can understand that latter ability in terms of the proportion of nearby possible
worlds in which one does respond to reasons, even if in the actual world one does
not. If one counts as more reasons-responsive, or as having a stronger ability to act
well if this is the case, and having reflective ability, even unexercised in the actual
world, makes it the case that one would have acted on good reasons in a greater number of possible worlds, then one would count as having a stronger ability to act well
in the actual world if one has the reflective ability.
There is some reason to doubt, however, that this is really the fundamental measure of how good one’s ability is. Simply because someone would not act well in a
wide range of nearby possible worlds does not mean that they could not.30 Perhaps
there are additional ways to see how a particular rational opportunity ability improves
just in virtue of having reflective opportunity ability, while still thinking that our ability
is “good enough” (to use a phrase of Fischer’s [2017]) without it. And perhaps this
is the best that we can do. But given the power of the initial intuition that reflective
ability is essential to responsible agency, if it is possible to find a way of retaining it
that is explanatorily satisfying in the face of such results, we would have good reason
to do so.31

Reject the rational-ability view
We could instead reject the rational-ability view. Of course, one way to do so is to reject both its claim to the necessity and its claim to the sufficiency of the rationalability condition. This would be the more radical move. There is extensive debate on
this point, and I do not have the space to enter it in any substantial way here. But it
is worth noting that one of its main competitors—the so-called “quality of will view”
which takes our responsible agency to rest on our actions and omissions revealing
some quality of our wills—faces a parallel puzzle to The Puzzle. It appears that one
can reveal a bad or malicious quality of will, say, without having reflected, or without
the opportunity ability to reflect. So simply rejecting the rational-ability view altogether in this way brings its own puzzle with it.
A less radical way of rejecting the view is to retain the claim that rational ability is
necessary for responsible agency, while rejecting the claim that it is sufficient. One
way to accomplish this would be to invoke reflection in a further requirement that
one must in some way have taken responsibility for one’s actions; another would be
to invoke reflection in a further requirement that one’s responsible actions must be
one’s own in some important sense.
The prominent account of Fischer and Ravizza (1998) takes the first way. On
their view, a necessary condition for responsibility is a reasons-responsiveness one
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information) see themselves as responding to reasons enough for acting the
way in which they did. (2018, 261)
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that does not itself entail reflection. But, on their view, it must be combined with a
so-called “historical” condition to provide a sufficient condition for responsibility.
That condition requires that one have—at some time in the past—taken responsibility for the reasons-responsive mechanism on which one acts. And, in turn, this
requires our having accepted that acting on such a mechanism makes us the appropriate target of reactive attitudes for what results from it (Fischer and Ravizza 1998).
Now this suggestion has been criticized on various grounds, including that there is
no obvious and stable understanding of “mechanism” here, so that it becomes implausible that we could take responsibility in the relevant way for our mechanisms
when we don’t even have an intuitive understanding of how to individuate them.32
These criticisms appear difficult to answer. But one might consider a variant of the
suggestion that does not rely on mechanisms. For example: to be responsible for any
action, one must have taken responsibility for one’s actions performed with rational
ability as a whole by seeing oneself quite generally as a responsible agent. Interestingly,
this would be to appeal to a kind—and at least a moment of—reflection on the part
of responsible agents.
A serious difficulty facing this suggestion, however, is that we do not have an explanation for why taking responsibility is essential for being responsible. After all, we
often hold people responsible for things for which they explicitly disavow responsibility, or for unwitting omissions; the fact that they have not taken responsibility is
not generally taken to be an excuse, and so this suggestion appears unmotivated
here.33
Turn then to a second way of incorporating reflective ability into a distinct necessary condition for responsible agency. It is to argue that (i) actions are only really
one’s own when they are the objects of reflection and endorsement, and (ii) we are
only responsible for actions that are our own. Perhaps this is close to the way that
Frankfurt originally thought about the situation—though he seemed to think this
could serve as a sufficient condition without even a rational ability needed.34 Now
(i) is even stronger than the requirement of a reflective ability, in requiring actual reflection. And this has seemed to many to be too strong, even when trying to capture
some notion of an action being one’s own in some important way. For example, Gary
Watson points out that one might be “fully behind” one’s driving at one hundred miles per hour on the freeway, despite not reflectively endorsing such an activity
(1975). Similarly, Huck Finn would seem to be a counterexample to the conjunction
of (i) and (ii). While there is a rich and interesting debate about how exactly to capture the notion(s) of an actions being “one’s own,” it is not at all obvious how answering it could vindicate the idea that a separate reflective-ability condition should
be placed on responsible agency.
I do not mean to say that there is no separate and additional necessary condition
on responsibility beyond rational ability that invokes reflective ability. And it may be
that this really is the only option that fully captures the appeal of the reflective-ability
requirement. But it is as yet unclear exactly what such a condition would be and exactly why it should be required for responsible agency.
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N O T ES
1.

Despite interesting differences among them, examples of proponents of rational-ability views include
Brink, Nelkin, Vargas, Vihvelin, Wallace, and Wolf. Fischer and Ravizza (1998) is a central and very influential text that features reasons-responsiveness as a key condition for responsible agency, but it also recognizes an additional condition, notably a necessary historical condition that one has in the past taken
responsibility for acts that result from one’s reasons-responsive mechanisms. I discuss this suggestion in
section 4, but because of its inclusion do not count Fischer and Ravizza’s view as a (pure) rational-ability
view. McKenna (2000, 2012) criticizes their historical condition, and in correspondence he says he is
also open to a nonhistorical version of such a view and, in that case, could also count as an adherent of a
rational-ability view as I have defined it.
2. See Watson (1996) who contrasts this notion with responsibility as attributability. Elsewhere I have argued that being responsible in the accountability sense is equivalent to being responsible in a way that
makes one open to desert, as well. See Pereboom (2014) for an understanding of basic desert, and Nelkin
(2016) for an argument for an equivalence. Importantly, I do not accept that people’s being deserving of
a certain treatment by itself provides reason for others to give them what they deserve; however, being
so deserving does make one liable to receiving it under proper conditions that include its being necessary
for a significant good.
3. See, for example, Nelkin (2011).
4. There is an interesting and related debate about whether consciousness of salient considerations is required
for responsibility. See, e.g., Levy (2014) for an extended argument in favor, and Carruthers and King
(forthcoming) for a survey and a defense of the opposing view.
5. See, for example, Doris (2016) for a survey of empirical literature supporting this conclusion.
6. See Bateson et al. (2006). See Doris (2016, 41–64) for discussion of this and many related studies. This
does not by itself show that they were unaware of the reasons on which they acted, but it does cast some
doubt on the idea that they could correctly explain why they acted as they did.
7. See Railton (2009) for one prominent philosophical discussion of research and implications of the “flow”
literature. Railton points out that actions done in the “flow” can include ones with morally relevant qualities. For example, a driver in a hurry might in an instant slow her car and wave to what she has realized is
an elderly driver rather than speeding past him, causing him to relax into a smile (Railton 2009, 31). But
see Montero (2016) for an important re-evaluation of the empirical evidence supporting the idea that
experts in particular, such as expert dancers, chess players, or mathematicians, do not reflect when performing at a high level, arguing against a “Just Do It” principle and in favor of a “Cognition in Action”
principle. According to that principle, when experts are having (near) optimal performances, they
“frequently employ some of the following conscious mental processes: self-reflective thinking, planning,
predicting, deliberation, attention to or monitoring of their actions, conceptualizing their actions, conscious control, trying, effort, having a sense of the self, or acting for a reason” (Montero 2016, 38). As
Montero suggests, given that this principle invokes a frequency claim, it is not inconsistent with a view
that suggests that often we act without any of those conscious mental processes, and we can see the two
views as different in emphasis (50). Julia Annas (2011) presents a picture of skilled action and expertise
(including moral expertise) that may not require reflection on the moment, but which does require past
episodes of reflection on reasons that “leave a trace,” an idea to which I will return in section 4.
8. See Arpaly and Schroeder (2012) and Railton (2009). See Kornblith (2012) for additional arguments
that reflection is not necessary for reasons-responsiveness in belief or action.
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6. CONCLUSION
I have presented a puzzle for rational-abilities views of responsibility. The ultimate
task is to explain how acting with rational ability can be both necessary and sufficient
for morally responsible agency while at the same time accounting for the strong appeal of the idea that it is only beings with reflective ability that can be responsible
agents. I have set out the beginnings of what I take to be promising ways in which reflective ability might be connected to the rational abilities that ground our responsible agency, and at the same time, set out reasons for thinking that there is more
work to be done in choosing among them.35
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Others have set out related challenges. For example, Doris (2016) poses an extended challenge for any
theory that requires reflection for responsibility, and takes it to succeed in showing that reflection is not
in fact required. Here I focus on articulating the puzzle reflection poses for the rational-ability view in
particular.
For a more detailed elaboration of this view, see Nelkin (2011, 2016). Wolf (1990) does not use the language of “accountability” or understand responsibility in part in terms of demands, but she offers a similar set of satisfaction conditions for what she calls “free and responsible” action.
See Brink and Nelkin (2013).
See, for example, Hart (1961).
See Lewis (1981) and Beebee and Mele (2002).
On the view I favor, having the earlier opportunity does not require any actual exercise of agency; but it
does require awareness of risk in not acting. For further elaboration and defense, see Nelkin and Rickless
(2017). For some foundational discussions of tracing, see Fischer and Ravizza (1998), Vargas (2005),
and Fischer and Tognazzini (2009).
See, for example, Fischer and Ravizza (1998).
See also Vargas (2013, 216).
See Coates and Swenson (2013) who propose something like this as an extension of Fischer and
Ravizza’s account, and see Nelkin (2016) for a reply.
While Annas (2011) is concerned to explain moral virtue and expertise, rather than responsible agency,
it is notable that on her view expert action involves a “trace” of reflection. See n. 7.
Pamela Hieronymi (2014) considers the similar suggestion that one must understand that others have
rights and interests to be responsible and that this might offer a role for reflection in responsible agency.
Notably, she presents a picture in which an agent’s quality of will expressed in an action is the fundamental object of responsibility practices. Thus, she is not addressing The Puzzle set out above for rationalability views. At the same time, her work illustrates the existence of a parallel puzzle for alternative
accounts of responsibility, and a more general need to explain both the appeal of reflection as a necessary
condition on responsible agency and intuitions about nonreflective responsible agency. Interestingly, this
solution to the puzzle is not available to theorists who also take quality of will to be central and yet do
not require moral understanding. (See Scanlon 2008; Smith 2015; and Talbert 2012).
See Velleman (2000) for a defense of the distinction and the language of “under the guise of the good.”
Interestingly, Jaworska’s purpose in raising the distinction between two interpretations of “acting for a
reason” is to show that certain of those who take quality of will to be sufficient for responsibility will
have trouble defending their commitment to the thesis that psychopaths are morally responsible in virtue
of their expressing a bad quality of will. This is because it is hard to see how one can express a quality of
will if one only acts on a reason in the weaker sense, and yet arguably, psychopaths can only act on reasons in this sense. However, the distinction could be used to help both the rational-abilities view and
quality-of-will views to accommodate a role for reflection in responsibility. Just how to interpret responsiveness to reasons in rational-abilities views of responsibility has been a surprisingly underexplored question, but one that has a number of important implications, including, as I hope to have shown, for a
possible role for reflective ability.
Could there be some other systematic means of correction at the first-order level? I am not sure how to
rule out this possibility, but I also don’t know what would count.
For development of this idea, see Nelkin and Rickless (2017).
Railton (2014, 846) claims that reflection is “of the utmost importance” to epistemology and morality,
insofar as it helps us sort through good and bad intuitive responses. This seems in the spirit of the suggestion here, though Railton is focused here on evaluative intuitions rather than on actions or omissions
that might be done for reasons, and is not primarily focused on questions of morally responsible agency
in this context.
Arpaly (2003) presents this case in the context of responsibility in an influential text.
The question arises whether God would then lack the ability to reflect, not needing it to act perfectly
well. But if it is true that personhood requires the ability to reflect, and God is a person, then it would
still be the case that a perfect being has the ability to reflect, though it is not needed to act well. (Thanks
to Ann Whittle for this point.)
As Davia (2019) has noted, it might be that any planning agents who think ahead and coordinate plans
must reflect in a robust way, as well. This also undermines the idea of intermittency to an extent.
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